
ASSESS
Visibility into the current state of

distributed users and teams,
allowing for actionable

remediation paths.

AUTOMATE
Automate solutions to streamline

common routines through
Microsoft Power Platform and

Power Virtual Agents.

SCORE
Remotely's SCORE allows
administrators to easily identify
users at risk and isolate for
remediation.

REMEDIATE
Easily solve specific issues from
Remotely's Hyper Converged
Console.

ASRA Methodology
Assess, Score, Remediate, Automate

T R E N D C H A L L E N G E

Cyber crimes
Remote/ Hybrid workforces
Zero-day attacks
Automation

The need for more control.

Visibility
Security
Agility
Communication
Remediation

Securing remote and hybrid networks.

S O L U T I O N

A holistic platform that allows tech
teams to monitor, manage, and protect
a distributed organization.



ASRA Methodology
Assess, Score, Remediate, Automate

Real-time Insights & Actionable Data to Guide Internal
Projects
Visibility into your customers' distributed teams current state (configurations,
consumptions, risk profiles) gives actionable paths to remediation, additional services, resell
opportunities, integrations, and a host of strategic trusted advisor paths. 

Security Posture, Risks, Visibility
Real-time scoring of end-user device security postures and information on Azure /
Microsoft Services such as O365.

Configuration and Consumption Data
Identify the gaps in every device, application, and network; coupled with location,
network security, and any external connected devices. 

Azure Reporting
Analyze and interact with your data to take remediation actions for specific users,
groups, or locations, as well as plan strategic security, mobility, and migration master
plans.

Project + Services Guidance + Costing
Use assessment data to take actionable steps towards strategic initiatives.



Prioritize 
Focus on severe risks with a rule based engine using security, usage, and
configuration data. Customers and partners can isolate and silo groups or locations for
remediation projects, updates, upgrades, and more.

Baseline
Take advantage of the opportunity to manage for drift in and across your customers'
estates by creating a baseline from data-driven metrics.

Cross-sell
Use assessment data and reports to customize and upsell your deliverables.

AI + ML
Remotely taps into Azure's vast data lake to give unique perspective of remote
workforces by providing a path to productivity optimization through AI and ML.

ASRA Methodology
Assess, Score, Remediate, Automate

Build Your Baseline 
Prioritize and isolate who, what, where, and when customers need assistance or action
based on risk and company policy. Use our patent pending algorithm to put project plans in
place that support and secure your customers remote team members.


